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5e per copyVol.32-No. 5 new London, Connecticut, ednes ay, October 30, 1946
Love Letters Will Be INo ember illBe Kroll Quartet To Give First
Week's Campus Movie A ti th f Of S' Co t 0
The movie Love Letters C ve on or tnng neer s n
WIll be presented in Palmer Thr C C G
auditorium at 7:00 p.m. on ee.. roups . k
Saturday, ovember 2. A doc- Halloween Part)' Will !Jr. Quimby to pea
umilJentaryshort, ight Train, During the month 01 ovember B H ld F' . 1"._ Before Each Concert
W also be shown. The price three important campus organlza- e e 71. In U"J'II"
of admission will be twenty- tions will receive special empha- The annual Hallowe'en par. On 'Ion. Afternoons
five cents. sis through the Religious Fellow. ty. sponsored by service
ship conrerence, Com m u nit y
Chest drive, and International League and A.A., will be held
weekend sponsored by World Stu- on Friday evening, ov. 1, at
dent committee. These organlza- 7:00. Festivities wUl Include
tlons are related through their a chamber of horrors, re-
common interest In the unlflea-
tion of the world on the basis of freshments, and a costume
the brotherhood of man; and In parade with prizes for the
order to emphasize this Iunda- most original contestants. Ev-
mental relation between the eryone is welcome and urged
groups, they will hold their acuv- to attend.
iUes on successive weekends dur-
ing the month.
The Religious Fellowship con-
ference wUl be held on November
3, 4, and 5. This organization
stresses the idea that religion en
rIches life, and It also strives to
make us more aware ot the prob-
lems which surround us.
Community Chest has sched-
uled Its drlve from November 6
to 13. It sponsors tour welfare
groups, the Red Cross, World Stu-
dent Service Fund, Stu den t
Friendship Fund, and the Allied
Children's Fund. The aim ot Com-
munity Chest Is to raise enough
money in its annual drive to alle-
viate the sufferIng of needy peo-
pIe In the community/ the nation,
and Europe.
The final tunction at the series,
International weekend, will be on
November 15 and 16. There win
be several discussion groups in
See "weekendsv-e-Page 8
by Anita Manasevit
In order to offer Connecticut
college students the opportunity
of feeling the satisfaction derived
from helping others, the Com-
munity Chest committee on cam-
pus will launch its drive for
$5,000 on November 6 with a new
plan in mind. This plan involves
promoting the idea that student
contributions are entirely inde-
pendent of home town collections
which are more localized. The
money collected will be divided
among four organizations: World
Student Service Fund, Red Cross,
Student Friendship Fund, and the
Allied Children's Fund.
One must be fully aware of the
importance of these organizations
for it is through them that dam-
age to education, culture, and sci.
ence in war-devastated areas will
be repaired.
Pioneers in Rehabilitation
Working in the capacity of pio-
neers in rehabilitation are the
members of the World Student
Service fund. To this fund, for-
eign students deprived of the very
basic needs of life are able to
turn for ald. Community Chest
officers feel that most people are
either unaware of or refuse to
acknowledge the toll upon the
ives of students and professors
during the war. Soldiers of know.
ledge, they fought and died on
battle fields side by side with the
military soldiers in an attempt to
defend their most valued posses-
sion--education. Many of their -------------.....:--------------
brave deeds are unrecorded, the
only recognition being the end-
less columns of numbers which
signify the dead, wounded, and
missing.
Red Cross Aids Vets -' ----.
The Red Cross is the second or-
ganization with a national spon-
sor. As in the past, the work of
its personnel deals with giving
aid to those people in need of fin-
ancial help. In addition, the Red
Cross takes its place in the post
war world, discharging its duties
in aiding returned vets and caring
for all types of social problems
arising in the community.
Student Friendship is another
particular concern of Connecticut
college. This fund provides for
the support of exchange students,
American and foreign. Evidence
of its success may be found in the
number of European students on
See "Chest'/-Page 7
Service League to
Begin Community
Chest Drive Wed.
Cast of W.and C.
Play Stars Shinn,
Sloan and Manning
The cast for the Wig and Can.
dle production, Skin at Our
Teeth by Thornton Wilder has
been announced. Julienne Shinn
'49 and Patricia Sloan '48 have re-
ceived the leading roles 01 Sabina
and Mrs. Antrobus, respectively.
The following people have also
received parts: Patricia Manning
'49, Gladys; Francine Forme '49,
Fortune Teller; Phyllis Barnhill
'48, Fitzpatrick; Barbara Miller
'49, Announcer; Jane Tilley '48,
Fran Bailey; Janet Rogattaz '49,
Professor; Mary Lee Gardner '49,
Hester; Elizabeth Anderson /49,
Ivy; Margaret Farnsworth '49,
Assistant Stage Manager; Ina
Dube '49, Homer; Polly Amrein
'48, Dinosaur; Carol Paradise '48,
Mammoth.
The conveners are: CheBa 51a-
deck '48, Virginia Giesen '48, Em-
my Lu Walsh '49, Janet Simmons
'49, Emily Nicholson '49, Kendall
Bartlett '49, Charlotte Belzer '48,
Barbara Pinch back /49, NaomI
Gaberman '49, Virginia Berman
'48, Carolyn Wilson '49.
UN Records Comprise Part
Of Library's Varied Reading
USSAWill Meet in
N.L. Hall Tonight
.The second meeting of USSA
WIll be held this evening in New
London 113.
The meeting will deal primar-
ily with a discussion concerning
the establishment of a Student
Federalist Chapter on campus, or
the Possibilities of coordinating
the StUdent Federalists with the
U.S.SA The subject will be open
for debate and discussion, and the
final decision, before any action is
taken, will be in the hands of
those stUdents who attend the
meeting.
Also open for discussion and
Suggestion will be the plans by
Which the USSA might broaden
and develop its organization to in·
clUde more educational activities.
Ideas along this line were brought
up at the last meeting, and now
th~ group hopes to take some def-
lOIte action on the subject.
by Nancy Schermerhorn
When participating in group
discussions it is not unusual to
discover that our understanding
of our world is not general
enough to permit us to partlci-
pate intelligently. Background
for this understanding can be
gained through diversified read-
ing, and what diversified reading
is can be seen by shopping around
the library and sampling a bit.
This fall an infinite variety of
solid, meaty mater-Ial in various
fields has been added to the li-
brary's already large collection.
While the student is being be-
guiled by the latest fiction, the li-
brary staff is busy filling out the
sets of the Shakespeare society,
the Archives of Psychology, the
series of old French texts, and
adding the important Johns Hop-
kins series to the history and gov-
ernment shelves.
World Events
For the students who realize
the importance of world events
there is a tremendouS amount of
documentary material coming iu
-literally as the history is made.
All the official records 01 the UN
proceedings, the San Francisco
conference and the euremburg
trial notes, and the c?mplete
transcription of the English par.
liamentary debates as well as
pUblications of ~e U.S. govern-
ment are in the hbrary. The State
Department papers are also com·
ing in from day to day. .
Commentaries on the hlStOry
reported in these documents .are
available from every pOSSIble
point of view; thi~ is evident
from the heterogeneIty of the .au-
thors on the seven·day book lis~s
and the jackets on the bulletin
ov. 5
The Kroll String Quartet. pre-
sented under the auspices of the
Connecticut college music depart-
ment with the collaboration of
the Coolidge Foundation of the
Library of Congress, will give an-
other serIes of chamber music
concerts In Palmer auditorium
next month. Three concerts wID
be presented on Tuesdays, No-
vember 5, 12, and 19. at 8:30 p.m.
The artists 01 Quartet are WIl·
Ham Kroll, vtountst: Louis Grae-
ler, violinist; Nathan Gordon, vl-
olist; and Auron Twerdowsky,
centst. Miss ZOsia Jacynowicz, of
the music department, will ac-
company the tour artists at the
piano.
The first concert ot the series
wlll include Opus 20, umber 4,
by Haydn; Quartet Number 2,
Opus 92 by Prokefieff ; and Quar.
ret in D Minor, known as Death
and the Malden, by Shubert. Bee-
thoven's Quartet Opus 18 Num-
ber 1; Quartet In D Minor (Ko-
chel 417Bl by Mozart; and Quar·
tet In G Minor by Frank Bridge
are the selections to be played at
the second concert. The third and
final concert w1ll Include Beetho-
ven's Quartet Opus 130, Including
the Grand Fugue as its final
movement; and Quintet for plano
and strings, Number 1, by Doh-
nany. The latter selection will be
played with the assistance of Miss
Jacynowicz.
Preceding each concert, on
Mondays, November 4, 11, and 18,
Mr. Quimby will give preliminary
talks concerning the concerts in
Holmes hall, at 5:00 p.m,
All seats lor the concerts are
reserved, and tickets are priced at
$1.00, tax included. Tickets may
be obtained from the music de-
partment or at the box office on
the night of each concert.
Religion Pays Into
Life is Theme for
Annual Conference
'ReHglon pays Into HIe' Is the
theme of this year's Religious
Fellowship conference, to be held
on November 3, 4, and 5. Norman
Pittenger, professor at the New
York General Theological semi.
nary, will be the guest speaker.
Mr. Pittenger, who writes tor
the Christian Century, will speak
at Sunday vespers and his topic
wllJ be Does God Make a Diller-
enc ? Immediately alter the serv-
ice, there will be a period for In.
formal discussion and questions
in the religious Itbrary. For all
interested students, Mr. Pittenger
wIll be available for individual
and group conferences all day
Monday and Tuesday morning.
Monday evening at 7:30, a sec-
ond informal group wlll meet in
the chapel library. The topic to be
considered at that time Is Relig-
ious Resources lor Building One
World. Miss Hannah Hafkes-
brink, Dr. Hartley Cross, and Dr.
George Haines, members of the
faculty, will act as leaders of the
discussion. Dr. Paul Laubenstein
will act as moderator.
Students and faculty members
are cordially invited to attend and
to participate.
boards to the right and left of the
main entrance ot the library.
As yet, not much documentary
or commentary material 6t Rus-
sian origin has been available lor
purchase; however, this fall there
is an ever-increasing amount of
material on Russian economics,
history, and government.
For Leisure Time
For reading that fits in neatly ------ _
in the short spaces of time which
bridge games used to occupy
there is Dinner at the Whi te
House by Louis Adamic; Citizen
13660, written by a Japanese girl
who lived in a concentration
camp; and a tiny book, Slow Mu·
sic, a collection of poems by Gen-
evieve Taggard. There is also a
shipment of English publications
fresh from the press that con-
tains some very thin, very power-
ful volumes of poetry: Ruins and
Vision, by Stephen Spender, and
Overtures to Death and Other
Poems and Selected Poems, both
by C. Day Lewis.
Students who have finnJy
stated intentions 01 starting a
really good classical record collec-
tion should look up Haggin's Mu-
sic on Records wh.ich class1.6es
records under the headings ex·
cellent, good, and uninteresting.
illustrating the point of diver-
sity best of all are what the libra-
rians call "finds!' A set ot vol·
urnes, ichol's Literary Anec-
dotes, printed in 1812, is an impor-
tant source of 18lh-eentury life.
The anecdotes are not literary;
but are mostly ordinary person-
to.person letters, which are chat·
ty and more revealing than a
textbook. For aU Palestrina lov-
ers there are sixteen volumes of
See I Tew Books"-Page 7
CC Girls Asked To
Teach Children At
Shore Sanitarium
by A:largaret Farnsworth
Seaside sanitarium is a place
lor children who have tuberculo.
sis of the bones and glands. On
looking at some ot the children,
one would never know that they
had the disease, but others have--------------1 to wear braces and use crutches.
Some 01 these little people
haven't seen the outsjde for
years, and, besides that, see very
few ou tsiders. They lead a heal.
thy, happy Iii., and are thrilled
when Connecticut college girl3
teach them their Sunday school
lessons.
These teachers include Lucinda
Hoadley '47, Muriel Handley '47,
Ann Gehrke 'SO, Ann Mitchell 'SO,
and Ruth Versoy '50, who teach
the children every Wednesday.
They leave here with the sanitari-
um minister at 2:10 and are
brought back in time for their
3:20 classes.
This Sunday school work is
just like the other Sunday schools
whieh are held in churches. The
which are held in churches. Every
Christmas a huge party with a
big tree and plenty 01 gifts is giv-
en for them complete. Around
that time, here at college, a con-
tribution for this party is re-
quested from all the students.
See "Seaside"-Page 4.
Amalgamation Meeting
To be Held on Nov. 6
There will be an Amalga-
mation meeting on Wednes-
day, November 6, at 6:45 p.m.
in the auditorium.
Flu Innoculations
To Be Given Soon
Vaccination against an expected
outbreak 01 flu epidemic will soon
be available to Connecticut stu·
dents, it was decided at a recent
meeting 01 the Health committee.
in response to the suggestions of
Dr. Marion Leonard. The vaccina-
tions establish a three to s1.x
months immunity and cause no
disturbing reactions. They will
be offered between six and nine-
thirty in the evening lor the
charge of one dollar on a date to
be announced later. Interested
students are asked to sign notices
which will be posted shortly in all
dormitories and on the bulletin
board in Fanning.
The vaccinations will not be
compulsory. but students are
urged to take advantage of tlUs
available service to guard against
widespread epidemic.
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CONNECTICUT .UPSToward a More Rounded Campus Life
AnEditorial---------
It is pleasing to note that the social life at
Connecticut college is becoming more friendly and
informal. Instead of merely repeating the previ-
ous year's activities, we seem at last to be organiz-
ing and instituting those activities which we see
are necessary. This fills a definite gap in our oth-
erwise well-rounded campus life.
The juniors exemplified this new attitude
when they gave a party for the new members of
their class recently. They felt that they wished to
do something special for their new classmates, but
instead of discarding the idea because 'it wasn't
done last year' they went ahead to make arrange.
ments for a novel and successful affair.
Service League's plans for the year are also
significant of the new trend in the social life at
Connecticut. In addition to the formal affairs that
were on last year's calendar, Service League has
Free Speeeh
Dear Editor:
In articles that have appeared on the News'
editorial page concerning national economic poli.
cies, your readers have learned how the free enter.
prise system has gone to pot, how the common
worker is being starved by the manufacturer, how
the only saviour of the people is the CIO-PAC, and
how the NAM spends all its time plotting ways to
slice the throats of the common man.
The time has come for a rebuttal! At a time
when the American people are going to the polls
to decide their domestic policies, it is only fair that
both sides of the picture be presented. The "ogres"
of management have their points. Let's take a
look at them.
o Let's take a look at the manufacturers' organ-
ization of one of the most important factory towns
in Connecticut. Perhaps the members are starving
the workers ... but if they are ,they must find it
a difficult project when they give a 69% increase
in weekly take-home pay as compared to the 38%
rise in cost of living. (Figures quoted are from the
Neilsen survey which works in collaboration with
the U.S. Department of Ccmmerce.) Every day in
the local newspapers there are three pages of dis-
play ads guaranteeing minimum wages up to for-
ty dollars a week for unskilled, unschooled labor
... wages higher than those paid for almost any
job your readers will find after receiving their
BA's.
Perhaps they are out for their own selfish in-
terests ... but if they are, Why did they send a
unanimously signed petition to the Socialist mayor
demanding an increase in pay to all civic em-
ployees? Why did they send in a unanimously
signed petition demanding an increase in pay to
all school teachers?
Is this pursuit of selfish interests as compared
to the actions of one union in Pittsburgh which put
a large percentage of the city's 750,000 workers
out of work and created a daily loss in wages
greater than the total of three months wages for
the 10,000 who went out on strike? Is this selfish-
ness as compared to the actions of the truck strik-
ers in New York who would have forced the lay-
ing·off of two million people because of lack of
material? One wonders, and with good cause, if
labor leadership is working for labor or for the
selfish interest of a few.
Your writers claim that the do-or to opportun-
ity closed with the closing of the last frontier. Yet
throughout the nation we find scores of frozen
food markets opening and operating at a profit, we
find at least ten new radio manufacturers in busi-
ness since the end of the war, we find hundreds of
new concerns manUfacturing such items as plas-
tic clothes lines,· scissors, blankets, and so on. Cer.
tainly there is no opportunity for those who only
want to sit back, look jealously at those who have
risen to the top, and wait for the money to roll in.
Certainly no man with $1000 in his pocket can be
president of a corporation, but if he uses his
money intelligently, he can start in something
small and expand. That's how most of today's ex-
ecutives started out. Hard work made America,
and it is hard work, not jealous name-calling, that
will continue to make America.
Your writers intimate that these would-be
ogres of society wanted an end to OPA at any cost,
yet I doubt if many manufacturers would want to
release controls from any really scarce commodi-
ty. When they clamored for an end to meat con.
trol they were able to see further than President
Truman who three weeks ago declared that he had
just returned from the cattle center of America
and had found no cattle whatsoever ... this "no
cattle" which is now stampeding into the packing
houses by the hundreds. They saw the inconsist-
ancy of an OPA which put ceilings on the packers
but not on the cattle raisers, a situation producing
scarcity because the breeders would not sell at a
pri~e in which the packer could do a legitimate
busmess. They also see the inconsistency of an
OPA which maintains controls on products manu-
factured before 1941 yet allows new, unproven
brands of the same products to be sold at much
higher prices. They are not asking for inflation.
They are not asking that there be an end to can.
troIs on rent and butter, two really scarce items.
Dear Editor,
In years past, a citizen who was not a staunch
advocate of Franklin Roosevelt and his New Deal L _
policy was allowed at least to maintain his or her
own viewpoints in peace. Here at Connecticut Col-
lege, it has become evident that such a citizen can
have no beliefs of her own. She has, by denouncing
the New Deal and what it represents, become but
a parasite on the country. Are the members of the
Democratic and Socialist parties the only liberals
in this college?
Even we, poor misguided SOuls of Republican
viewpoint, had fathers and brothers in this war,
and don't think we're forgetting it!
While we are airing our ideas, and r'emembaj-,
ing the war and the insignificant part we played
in it, we feel, if we may risk saying it, that we re-
sent being referred to as in News, Oct. 23, as scat-
ter-brained, date crazy morons. Since opening this
fall, the College News has had plenty of space for
its P.A.C. and its V.S.S.A., but what room has it
had for an organization formed to stop wars Stu-
dent Federalists? It has, been mentioned: yes
through the efforts of those of us who are mem-
bers and are interested in instituting it here. And
it can be instituted, too, we have discovered_un_
der the auspices of V.S.S.A., whose admirable sup_
port is not desired. ,
, Between bridge games and the momentous
discussion of what we will Wear on future dates
we have found time to jot down this letter. Being
so contrary to the noble--if didactiC--doctrines of
politics here at Connecticut, we doubt that it will
ever be pUblished, but our PUrpose was merely to
prove even Republicans can be patriots!
A Group of '49
In last week's News there was one sentence
in the otherwise powerful and consistently well
thought-out article by Ronny Johnston, which was
outstanding in its rashness and illogicalness. "The
same amazingly pretty, well-dressed girls" are still
to be seen on campus, the article stated in a tone
of derision. A basic flaw is apparent in the theory
that attractiveness and a healthy attitude towards
the affairs of the world around us are Incompat-
ible. I realize very well that compared to the thor- ,------------------------------1oughly worthwhile, important, and necessary at.
titude of constructive criticism on Ronny John-
stan's part, this may be a trifling point in question.
It is a delusion, however, into which it is easy to
slip, and one that, although obviously true in some
cases, is hardly the material from which general
statements should be made.
scheduled a number of informal dances, the first
of which was held in Knowlton last Saturday.
These dances help meet one of the college's pri-
mary social needs-the need for more ways of en-
tertaining dates on' campus, and of making such
informal entertainment an integral part of cam-
pus life.
Just as the students are developing a more. na-
tural and spontaneous social life at COI:mectlCut
through many and varied activities of an ~nformal
nature so the administration has recognized and
aided this development by increasing the number
of houses open to students and thei~ dates in the
evenings. For the open houses permit students to
entertain their friends in a manner closely approx-
imating that in which they entertain at hom.e.
As our social life thus becomes more friendly
and informal, so will the college spirit, which many
students feel is weak, be stimulated.
They are asking for fair governmental manage-
ment and an end to governmental fumbling.
An Alumna '46• • •
'47• • •
Dear Editor,
November is a month which has more signifi-
cance than turkeys and the football season. Here
at C.C., three campus organizations are combining
their efforts to focus attention on the following:
Religious Fellowship Conference-November
3, 4, 5---stresses the concept that 'Religion Pays in.
to Life,' enriching it, and making our perception of
problems outside ourselves more acute. From the
Idealogical, we go to the material means of expres-
sion with the:
Community Chest Drive-November 6-13-
which sponsors four welfare groups, the Red
Cross, World Student Service Fund, Student
Friendship Fund, and the Allied Children's Fund.
The idea behind the drive is that only when mini-
mum physical needs have been satisfied can intel-
. lectual pursuits be considered. To this extent we
can help. Lastly,
International Weekend-November 15, 16-
strives for our understanding of students of other
countries.
It is our earnest desire that everyone be aware
of the relationship between these movements. "It's
your world; realize it; give to it; understand it."
Above all, Participate.
Cappie Cole, Community Chest
Lois Johnson, Religious Fellowship
Jean Whitman, World Student Committee
* * *
Do you snppose I could change to tennis?
(;alendar
Thursday, October 31
USSA Meeting 7 :30, Commuters' Room
Friday, November 1
Hallowe'en Party 7 :30, Gym
Saturday, November 2
Movie, Love Letters 7:00, Auditorium
Sunday, November 3
Vespers, W. Norman Pittenger. . 7:00, Chapel
Tuesday, November 5
Kroll String Quartet 8 :30, Auditorium
Wednesday, November 6
Amalgamation Meeting. 6 :45, Auditorium
Community Chest Drive
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w. .Pittenger is Variety of Entertainment Is
AVespers Speaker, Open To CC Girls and Dates
Conference Leader by Willard Allyn Museum Is open lor visr-
The time: early Saturday after. tors at specUled hours, and you
noon. The place: any dorm room. mlgbt enjoy browsing through
Bzz ... the buzzer rings insistent. the collections "1m your date.
ly and you know thaI the fatal There may also be interesting and
hour has arrived. "He" Is here for educational lectures on campus
the week en _You have two long whIch you are ajways welcome to
days In which to show htm the attend. And don't forger to show
college and the town at Its best. him the snack bar.
Whal 10 do and how to do It are Saturday nlgbt activities are
the two most pert.1nent questions, equally as numerous. service
tor you have already reserved a League sponsors monthly Infer-
room tor your date either in a mal dances at Knowlton salon.
nelghboring home, such as Corn- and the three formals---Soph Hop.
stock's or Jordan's on Wllllams Mld·wiruer Formal. and Junior
Street, or In one of the near-by Prom-are always largely at-
hotels-c-The Mohican, The Crock- tended. On "in-between" week
er House. or orwich Inn. After ends there is Lighthouse Inn or
he has deposited his luggage you INo~ch Inn for dining and dane-
are ready for the week end's ac- lng, or perhaps a popular movie
tivities. on campus or In ew London that
you haven't seen. The evenJng is
Aftemoons usualJy brought to a sleepy close
There are several possiblUtles by stopping at Martcm's for a
tor Saturday and Sunday after- snack or chatting in one of the
noons. II the weather permits you open houses.
can take a walk around campus
or through New London, or you Church Servtees
mIght take your date on a scenic On Sunday morning there are
tour through the Arboretum and services at Harkness chapel and
Bolleswecd. It you are a member at the ew London churches for
at a group of at least eight, you all to attend. Sunday evening ves-
might go to Buck Lodge for a pic. pers Is a service to which you
ntc and spend a cozy alternoon should never miss bringing your
singing and piano-playing around date It he Is able to stay untll
a blazing fire. Horse-back riding then.
and tennis are the two most pop- It Is impossIble to enumerate
ular sports in which you both all the possible choices of places
might display your prowess. to eat. You might invite your date
During the warmer months the to eat in the dormJtory dJnlng
most popUlar spot on a Saturday room tor Saturday meals or Sun-
or Sunday alternoon is Ocean day supper. A fine breaktast can
Beach Park, where swimming, be had at either the Boston Candy
music, dancing, and beach brIdge- Shop on State street or the Mo-
playing amply fill the alternoon. hlcan hotel dlnJng room. For din·
The college often sponsors cam- ner you have a wide choice 01
pus activities, such as Intercol. such places as Devlin's, Danny
leglate sports or hayrides. which Doyle'S, Peterson's, Olympia Tea
always provide a good time. Room, Dante's, Lighthouse Inn,
Norwich Inn, Thames Lobster
New London Fog House, and Skipper's Dock in No·
ll, on the other hand, the ank, at which to saUsly your ap·
weather is gloomy or ratn clouds petlties.
hover, you might see one ot the
entertainIng movies at one 01
New London's three theaters, the
Garde, Victory, or Capitol. The
leader ot the annual rellg.
See IIPltte.nger"'-Page 7
In On@ Ear
by Anne Fergusoo
Nursery School is Housing Problem To Be Vital
Lab for Majors in 1 . .
Child Development ssue In Comlng Electwns.
b 1:\'1 V B d by Julia Cooper pUsh without government regUla.
y ary ernon un Y Recognition of the fact that our tlon or assistance (neither 01
TU~ked over betw~e~ the chap· country faces an acute housing which is deemed desirable by this
~l, Wmdham,.and WIlhams street shortage can give rise to no con. group). However, their statistics
IS a small whIte frame h~use, sur- troversy. This shortage Is a prl. show that they do not expect to
rounded by ~a~dboxes, shdes, ~nd mary issue in the elections, It Js build any homes below the $3,000
ladders. ThIS IS the Connecticut of vital importance to the three level. The fact presents a chal·
college nursery school. mIllIon famlJies who have been lenge both to industry and to the
Miss Katherine Long, who is a forced to double up, and it is a tederal government. Some way --------------
graduate of Cornell, is the direc· focal poInt for battle with numer- must be devised not only to build
tor of the school. She and her as- ous veterans' organizations. the much-needed homes, but also,
sistant, Miss Margaret Sayles, The problem is hardly a new to build within the reach 01 the
take care of twelve children, one and a variety of factors are pocketbooks of all buyers,
mostly from New London and responsIble for Its existence- A solution to this entire proD-
nearby towns. Ages range from sporadic and insufficient building lem was offered last February by
2 years, 5 months to 3 years 9 during the period between the Housing Expediter Wilson Wyatt.
months. Three faculty children, two world wars, vIrtual cessation IDs plan involved long-range and
Tommy Record, who is the oldest of home construction during the short-range programs, but it is
of the group, David George, son past war, outmoded building the latter with which this article
of Mrs. George, secretary to Dean codes which place unnecessary will be concerned.
Burdick, and the son of Mrs. Ruth obstacles in the path of the build- Mr. Wyatt set as a goal the be·
Stevens of the music department er, collusive agreements within ginning of construction 01 2,700,·
are members of the school. the industry, and restrIctive trade 000 low and moderate cost dwell·
Inside the little house are a kit· union practices. ing units by the end of 1947. In
chen, playroom, and Miss Long1s New Factors Cause Shortage order to meet this goal he drew
office downstairs, and two "nap- up an all-Inclusive plan to sUmu·
rooms and two playrooms up· These factors alone \,,:ould be late production halt inflation and
stairs. A row of shelves is the enough to preclude satisfac~on provide tor mo~e homes. '
first thing to be seen in the front of normal demand even l~build-
hallway. On each shelf there is a ing were able to resume Its pre- \Vyatt Program .
name and a different picture for war pace, but the problem has To provide for expanding pro-
Tommy Susan DavId J~rry been intensIfied by two compara· duction at conventional and new
.: ' ,,' , tively recent developments. One type materials, several devices
See Nursery School -:-Page 7 is an unprecedented increase in were incorporated into the pro·
the demand for dwelling units as gram:
a result of the high rate of mar- 1. Premium payments were to
riage in the last few years, and be given as a bonus to the manu-
the great influx ~?m rural to in- facturer who surpassed a speci-
dustrial commuruties. of. workers fled level 01 production.
who intend to rem~ m urban 2. Priorities for equipment and
areas. The sec0r:td. IS the al~- materials were to be given to
Ing lack of bUil~m~ materIals those plants which were unable
which, naturally, limits construc- to purchase necessities durIng the
tion. war.
There Is the added probl~m of 3. Price increases werE." to be
building homes which Y:'ill be granted when they were "neces-
withIn reach of the low.e: Income gary and not in.flationary!'
groups. Housing authonties agree Since the supply of convention·
that the cost of a home sho~ld aJ type material will probabLy not
not exceed twice the annual 1Il- be adequate the plan provides lor
come of the purchaser, 8..?d that encouragement 01 new materjals
rental should be appro,?mat~y and pre·fabricated homes by
20% of earnings .. On thJS baslS, guaranteeing a market lor them.
the National Housmg agency has This means that the govern.ment
estimated that at least 4~% of the will buy the unsold portion of
new homes should be built to sell merchandise below retail cost but
for under $3,000 or to fent for at a price that will allow the man-
less than $30 a month. ufacturer a profit.
Challenge to Private Industry In an effort to curb inflation,
Land Institute rep- Mr. Wyatt called lor more effec-
The.Urban. h usin inter- live price controls on building
resenting pnvat
t
e d 0 tJ'm~tes of materials, ceilings on new and ex-
ests has presen e es .,
h
' - te l-ndustry can accom· See 'lIoostng' -Page 7w at pnva
E. M. Forster's A Passage to In-
dIa is the study of a great prob-
lem. It is a study extraordinary
in Its impartial objectivity. For-
ster snows amazing perception of
the fundamentals of the British.
Indian conflict.
The nearly Impossible Is accom-
plished in this book. A deep un-
derstanding of the Indian mind is
apparent, yet interpretation in
the light of Western culture is
withheld. Judgment is suspended,
as indeed it must be for obviously
there can be only comparison-
never absolute judgment of one
culture by another.
Subtle Presentation
The subtlety with which the au-
thor presents the almost unclassi-
flable Anglo-Indian relationship is
ingenious. Through the eyes of
the British officIals we see the In-
dian as disappointingly Independ-
able and inconsistent, impossibly
romantic and imp r act i c a I.
Through the eyes of the Indian
the Britisher becomes primarily
unfriendly; he has a mind in
whIch "everything is ranged cold-
lyon shelves."
With a masterful acumen For.
ster follows the trains of thought
of two British women, the moth-
er and future wife of an official,
who come to IndIa on a visit.
They want to understand India,
Connecticut College
Radio Programs
WNLC 1490 kc
Friday, November 1
4:00 p.m. STUDENT
GRAM, America's Music.
Hursh '48_
Tuesday, November 5
4:00 p.m_ BOOKS FOR OUR
TIME. Prof. Leon Taylor, New
London Junior College; Prof.
Richard Logan, Connecticut Col·
lege. SUbject: Japan's Prospect,
by Douglas Haring.
For those who have no radio at
hand and wish to listen to the col.
lege radio program, BOOKS FOR
OUR TIME, on Tuesdays ~t 4:00
P.m., room 202 will be open. The
radio board requests that the vol-
ume be kept at a low level just be·
fore and during the program.
Heading the annual conference
sponsored by the Religious Fel-
lowship ,,1Jj be W. orman PIt-
tenger, since 1936 fellow and tu-
tor at the General theological
seminary. rew York. from which
he was graduated. Prof. Pittenger
has also studied at Columbia and
Princeton unlversttles, and Union
theological seminary, ew York,
and has spent summer terms at
Ripon Hall In Oxford.
Besides teaching at General.
where he gJves courses in theolo-
gy, he also teaches under the C0-
Iumbia university extension de-
partment, giving courses on the
Bible. He 15 active in the work of
his denomln.ation, among other
things being a member of the sec-
ond province commission on col.
lege work. He Is the American
editor of Theology. and a contrl-
buting editor to the American
Journal of the Philosophy of Re-
llgton.
He Is the author of The Ap·
proach to ChristlanJty, Christ and
Christian Fallh (a Religious Book
club selection), As His Follower,
Christian Faith and Worship, and
co-author ct The Life ot the Lord
Jesus Christ. The ChrJstian Way
In a Modern World Is his most re-
cent book. He is also the author
of many articles in religious jour-
nals.
As
and work consciously and they
believe, inteWgently. 10W~ that
end. They try to get at the heart
of country and countrymen by en-
tertaining and being entertained
by the natives-and by doing
things tha t are typically Indlan In
nature.
Unfriendly Attitude
. To t~e Indian, however, the at-
titude IS primarily unfriendly. In
back of this hearty and well-
meaning desire to understand
there Is the everpresent cast of
"everything ranged coldly on
shelves."
~he climate, sultry and ener.
vating, combined with a feeling of
s~rangeness makes increasingly
difflcult the clarIfication ot the
problem. There is a constant
struggle to escape the over-
whelming depression that begins
to stifle and crush creative func-
tioning.
. It is a satisfying book, not In
its content, which calls for an en-
ergetic re-thinking of the prob-
lem of India on the part of the
reader, but in the thoroughness
and completeness of the presenta-
tion of the material.
A Passage to India was written
in 1924. It is as forceful and co·
gent and powerful a treatise to·
day as it was twenty-two years
ago.
PRO-
Rita
Round -Table
sponsored by
RELIGfOUS FELLOWSIUP
Conscious Living
Stressed hy Dean
Park on Tuesday
"Conscious living js the funda-
mental aim ot education," began
Dean Rosemary Park jn her
chapel talk on October 29. Miss
Park pointed out that too often
there is the tendency to ignore
available advantages in Ule, be-
cause their proximity slackens
urgent interest in their signifi-
cance. She explained, .tor exam·
pIe, that she lived in Boston for
many years, and although she
had always antlcipated seeing
Bunker Hill, Concord, and Lex-
Ington, it was not until several
years later when she was i,n the
city between trains that she actu·
ally saw the historical landmarks.
Thus does the student some-
times ignore the opportunities 01·
fered In college life, Miss Park
went on. Every day, the student
Is required to make choIces which
will satisfy her own quest lor cul·
ture_ The laculty spends consid-
erable time and effort in inspiring
student interest by arranging
such presentations as the art ex·
hlbits and symphony orchestra
performances_ It is only by direct
response, Miss Park emphasized,
that the student can develop a
conscious attitude toward liIe and
fulfill a conscious goal.
As her final thought, Miss Pari'
urged attendance of the convoca-
tion lecture by Dr_ Howard
Shapely, renowned scientist sche·
duled to speak in Palmer audlto·
rium on October 29 on the poten·
tial infiuence of atomic energy In
today's civilization. To miss his
speech is to forfeit a contribution
toward conscious living; to hear
it is to forward the fundamental
aim of education, Miss Park con·
eluded.
Dear Editor,
Faith Is a word which has little
or no signIfIcance for many peo-
ple in these times; it is a word
which loses much of its potential
power because it has been fre-
quently misused or distorted.
Faith, it is true, can mean
many things. One way In which
it can be interpreted is as the sig·
nification of confidence and loyal-
ty. But people ask, "What Is
there in this world in which I can
have confidence? Is it that man
will always be ignorant, selfish,
and striving to get ahead at the
expense of others? Is Jt that
wars, degredation, famine, dis-
ease, and poverty will always be
present?"
It would be unrealistic, 01
course, to overlook the badness
that is present in the world, but
if everyone had confidence in its
continued survivaJ. that survival
would be a certain thing. In order
to make the world a better place
we must have complete faith that
thJs Ideal Is possible. Just as
when an individual gives up hope
in a better future hls life is ru·
ined, so if civilization gives up
hope of improvement, the world
itself will sink into oblivion.
Increased con fidence in a better
world is in itse11 a stimulus for
constructive action to make it so.
We see examples of this idea all
around us_ A scientist has lalth
that he can aleviate a disease and
works towards that goal. A teach4
er sees the possibility 01 making
people well educated and tries to
give them .knowledge. You and I
see the possibility of making our·
selves better people. Why don't
we try? The only way we have of
See uRound·Table"-Psge 6
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Seaside
(Continued from zeee Onel
Newton Stresses
Community Spirit
"Let us take Jestis' Sermon on
the Mount once again and set .be-
fore ourselves a true community,
and then let us see what happens
amana men," was the challenge
given eo by Dr. William Newton
Clarke of Colgate-Rochester The-
ological seminary in. the vespers
address Sunday evemng.
In his address on the Impor-
tance 0 f c a ill ill U nit y sprrIt
throughought the world, Dr.
Newton laid stress upon the quo-
tation from the Sermon on the
Mount.
In applying the scripture to the
present day, Dr. Newton inserted
several words when he quoted,
"Seek ye first his kingdom (com-
munity) and his righteousne.ss
and all these things (bread, rnir-
acles, power) shall be added un-
to you (fall in line)."
Dr. Newton cited the numerous
industrial strikes throughout the
United States today, and asked if
men and women realized that
community spirit is to be built up
not only in the home, in the
church, on the campus, but also
in the place of work. The com-
munity group way is the way of
hope, cheer, and satisfaction, he
added.
"Starting from grass roots,
right where we live, the commun-
ity is built up by people who
themselves have found God's
community," Dr. Newton said in
conclusion.
Music, Cider, Fun
Were Featured At
Knowlton Informal
by Rhoda 1\feltzer ===============;===============
Soft lights, merriment, and mu- One of the nicest smiles and one Ithat he live with the Rapins ..
sic were skillfully combined to of the most pleasant personalities Annette says that Connecticut
produce the first Service League on campus belong to Annette Ra. is much different from her school
informal. Held on Saturday night pin, a petite, alert, and friendly in Switzerland. She is quite sur-
between eight and twelve o'clock prospective 1950 graduate. An- prised by the many sports and
at Knowlton salon, the dance nette is a native of Lausanne, activities which are offered here
proved to be an extremely enjoy- Switzerland and has lived there and is fascinated by hockey,
able and successful affair, worthy all her life. Lausanne is situated which she is taking for the first
of repetition. on Lake Geneva and is a little time. Her favorite courses are
Bob Jones and his orchestra larger than New London. German and chemistry-her rna-
provided music for the dance, and At the age of ten, Annette en-
lent variety to the evenin-g by the tered a private secondary school
occasional introduction of a lively of about two hundred girls. Be-
polka among the usual fox-trots. cause students start languages
The intermissions were high- exceptionally early in Switzer-
lighted by informal audience par- land, Annette began studying
ticipation in the entertainment. German and Latin that year and
This included excellent piano then continued with English the
playing by one of the escorts and next year. She speaks both Eng-
enthusiastic singing of Yale and Iish and French fluently.
Brown songs by the representa- Annette says that schools in
tives of those colleges. Switzerland have a limited vari-
In their very glamorous and at- ety of outside activities such as
tractive attire, Connecticut col- dramatics and clubs, their main
lege girls presented a pleasing recreation being only baSketball,'
picture of which the Yale, Prince- games, and exercises.
ton, Brown, Coast Guard, and
University of Connecticut men, Active Girl Scout
who comprised the largest num- The Girl Scouts, however, are
bel' of escorts, were duly proud. an active group of which Annette
Cool cider, which was served in was a member. In the summers
Knowlton dining room, was wel- and occasionally during the win-
come refreshment on this rather tel' Annette attended Scout
belated Indian summer evening. camps which are much more rus.
Last Saturday'S dance, chaper- tic than are camps in this coun-
oned by Dean Burdick, Miss Bur- try. They are not established in
ton,and Miss Oakes, was a truly one place, but are continually
successful renewal of Connecticut moved around; and beds and run-
college informals. ning water are virtually unheard
of.
Though Switzerland was a neu-
tral country all during the war,
Annette saw many phases of the
struggle. From her home town
she could often see fires raging in
France and hear planes bombing
Italy. Bombs were accidentally
dropped on Switzerland several
times. The Swiss were rationed
on both food and clothing, and
Annette lived near special camps
for Russians, Germans, and
Poles, who sought freedom in
Switzerland.
Profiles ANNETTE RAPIN
The tea:hers give this. Christmas
celebratfon for the children, and
they revel in it and look forward
to it long ahead of time.
The experience which this job
gives ought to be of great help to
those who plan to be teachers
when they graduate, and SeaSide
sanitarium could use anyone Who
is interested in it. This need not
be limited to aspirmg teaChers
but is open to anyone Who Iike~
children and has some spare time.
by Naomi Gaberman
Turner's Flower Shop
Incorporated
27 Main St., New London
Speclalize in
Corsages - Fall Decorations
···;;;:·:;;·~:~:~··l""".:
DINING AND DANCING
JAM SESSIONS EVERY
SUNDAYAFTERNOON
FROM 5·9
Dancing Every Nigbt
ANNETTE RAPIN
GllIlIIl""""""''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''~'''''8
jor in teres ts, science and child ~::::::;;::;;::::v:v::v::;::::::::;;::;;::::v:v::v:::;:;:::;:;;::;;::::v:v::v::::::;;::;;::::v:v::v::;::~
development. The informality of
Americans impresses her greatly.
The Rapins are a family of five.
Mr. Rapin, a French and English
professor in Switzerland, is on a
year's leave, teaching English at
Fort Trumbull. Mrs. Rapin, a
New London native, graduated
from Vassar and studied abroad
where she met and married her
teacher, Mr. Rapln. Annette has
an older sister, Isabelle, who is
back in Switzerland at medical
school, and a younger brother,
Charles, who is here in New Lon-
don. Although the Rapins are
going back to Switzerland at the
end of this year, Annette, since
she feels it would do her good to
be independent, hopes to stay on
here if she does well at college
and if she likes it very much. We
hope she does.
NEW LONDON'S MOST POPULAR
GIFT STOREIF YOU ARE
OVER 21
VOTE TUESDAY Agents for Mark Cross Gloves, Leather Goods
and Luggage
Also Agents for All Airlines and Steamship Lines
Kaplan's Luggage Shop
and Travel Bureau
123 STATE ST. - PHONE 5314
Perry & Stone
Jewelers Since 1865
STATIONERY - LEATHER GOODS
NOVELTIES
Watch and Jewelry Repair
State Street
Uept French Child During \-Var
Perhaps the closest the Rapins
came to the war was in caring for
a French boy for almost a year.
During that time, the people of
Switzerland took care of many
foreign children who were in need
of food and rest. Niedj, the ten-
year-old ward of the Rapins, who
came from around Paris, had not
suffered too badly. He was smug-
gled into the country in a car
while his father was on business.
The Red Cross then suggested
WHEN THE HUNGER PANG
mTS YOU - JUST CALL
MRS. JOHNSON'S LAUNDRYHarvey. Grail
Sandwich Shop
FOR
• Steak Sandwiches
• Hamburgs
• Ice Cream
• Waffles
• HotDogs
PHONE 7970
DELIVERY IF $2.00 l\UNIMUM
In the future we will return your laundry to you in
boxes in order to insure delivery in good condition.
Please return these boxes. Save this price list to
check your own list.
.08 White Uniforms .50
.05 Dresses .50
05 Slacks .25
. Outside Shorts .20
.20 Gym Suits .35
.25 Skirts .... .25
.10 Socks .05
.10 Handkerchiefs. .04
.25 Hose 10
.20 Long Sox (knee
.25 length)
Large Group of Faculty
And Students Visit at
Old New London Home
Towels, bath
Towels, Face
Wash Cloths 2 for
Pajamas
Slips
Pants
Brassieres
Night GOWIlS.
Shirts
Long Sleeve Blouses..
A large group of Connecticut
college students and faculty were............................~_ _ ~ , Ientertained by Miss Ruth w.fi' ~._ _ _ ::: Newcomb at Hempstead house,
(~ ;.; INew London's oldest dwelling
:.: N ti I Bank f Commerce i:i and one of the best examples of,', a Jona 0 '.:17th century architecture in Con.n .:
J't Established 1852 ;': necticut on Saturday afternoon,
::: LO N C i:! October 19.l:l NEW NDO, onn. (! The guests included Professor
:.t !'i and Mrs. Chester M. Destler and
H Ask for i': a group of students of American;:i H history, Dean Dorothy RiChard-I
':. Special Check Book for College Students (. son and the group of EuropeanH H students now enrolled at Connec- I
n *&utooll~e. I~:i Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. H On Tuesday afternoon another
i:~::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.;:.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.g ~i~~~P~tfr~~~~:;;ts i~~Si~~~e~~~ti~~I
features were pointed out by Mrs.
1 George R. Plumb, resident custo-dian. Hempstead house, which isowned by the antiquarian and
Landmarks society, is open daily
to the public from May 1 until
November 1.
. ..10
Please check ~ll.items. All cla.fms for missing articles must be made
wrthtn 24 hours, and the slip must be returned
London Terrace
86 Golden St. Tel. 9700•
OPEN SUNDAYS
Always Trade at
Ben Walker Proudly Presents
STARR'S
TOMMY WILLIAMS
·M.e.
FRANK JENNINGS
The Old Minstrel Man
with
AS ALL CONN. COLLEGE STUDENTS HAVE DONE BEFORE YOU
For r,
Song Stylist and His Guitar
• Drugs
• Film.
• Magazines
• Prescriptions
• Toilet Goods
• Cigarettes
Sonny Berman
. and His
Orchestra
EDDIE TURNER• And His Rhythm Boys
Featuring
WILD BILL CLOUTIER
And His Trumpet
EVELYN WILSONFILMS PROCESSED BY MASTER PHOTO FINISHERS
IT'S HEBE WHERE YOU HAVE A CllABGE ACCOUNT
AND YOUR CHECKSABE CASHED
Dynamic Novelty Singer
Famous for College Parties
Two Shows Nightly _ 9 :30 and II :30
Continuous Entertainment
FULL COURSE STEAK DINNER, $2.00
STARR BROS. INC. 5~ CHURCH ST.
Rexall Drug Store NEW HAVEN, CONN.
PHONE 5665 2 DELIVERIES TO DORMS DAILY I TELEPHONE 6-8739
.-------------.i.lib=====~
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c.C. Art Students Infirmary Can
Teach Sailors At C
Coast Guard Base ureAnything,
by~neRnSsilloand Even Sniiiles
B.oberta Mackey r:JJ II
The peace-time work of the by Barbara Blaustein
USQ is being aided by several ~Note: Upon finishing last week's
connecticut art majors. Every mfirn~ry article, Peter Hursh
Tuesday night three or four of \~as kind enough to relinquish her
them go to the Coast Guard sta- sick bed to the present author, in
tion at Avery Point to teach the order that she, too, might wrlte a
men there art and craft work. feature story!}
The program was started when Oh, how you've strived to avoid
the head of the New London usa th
asked Mr. Richard Logan, head e inevitable, only to fall:
of the art department, if he could The cough drops, the nose 'drops
-all were to no avail.
interest some of his students in You just cannot detach your own
the work. little germary,
The girls found that some of So with a sigh and a suitcase set
the sailors were enthusiastic, and out-Destination, Infirmary!
that some displayed real talent in
drawing excellent likenesses of You arrive promptly on the dot
each other. Many of the men who of one,
are interested but lack talent just l0nly t? discover that rest hour
come to watch. has. Just begun.
You he on the couch in the parlor
Three weeks ago t~e first class and reach for the magazine
was held, and the gfrIs feel that nearest the top'
they h.ave really ~ccomplished But the nurse re~inds you gently
somethmg:- When things a~e bet- that this is not the beauty shop.
ter organized ~ach gtrl WIll go She puts you then beneath the In-
about eve~ third week. Some of fra lamp (a trick of the trade)
~hos~ taking part are C,2 Holler- You hope that you're getting tan;
ith 47" Mar-ion Low 4:, Jean but instead, you're red (and be-
Mueller 48, Ruth Colcord 47, and sides it fades)
Helen Colgrove '48. y'.. .ou felt excitement at drawing
"A's", disappointment at C
minuses;
But you've never felt the way you
feel when you're Florida-baking
your sinuses.
After this pleasant interlude,
you're shown Exhibit Two:
An evil-smelling boiling pot of
witch-like brew.
You know how it feels to pass a
test, and how it feels to fail;
But you've never felt the way you
feel when the nurse says, "Bar.
bara-inhale!"
This is enough to put you to bed,
which of course is just what
happens,
And simultaneously all the other
patients awake from their nap-
WARNER G ""RD~ pin's.
BROS. ~ m "Hurrah _ another vic tim! "
"What's your name?" and
"What's the matter?"
The nurse quickly puts an end to
all this adolescent chatter.
When asked how long you'll stay,
you naively say, "Oh, a day or
so."
A smothered laugh explicitly
states what the other patients
know.
But determinedly you push aside
all thought of infirmary fetters,
As busily you and the carbon pa-
per begin to answer letters.
"Oh,' you think, "this is going to
be a lovely little vacation."
That was before the nurse an-
nounced your nasal irrigation.
You know how you felt playing
"Spin the Bottle," and "Ring
Around the Rosy";
But you've never felt the way you
feel with a hosy up your nosy.
However, all is forgiven when the
nurse brings in your dinner.
You eat with gusto, pretending
each bite will make you not fat-
ter but thinner.
All too soon it's nine dclock, and
bed-time for the ill,
Indignantly, you snuffle your
drops and swallow a sleeping
pill.
FRI. NOV. 1 - :MON. NOV. 4
Returned for Your Further
Enjoyment
"LADY EVE" Starring
Barbara Stanwyck - Henry FoO(la
--Plus --
Alan Ladd in
"LUCKY JORDAN"
TUES. NOV. 5 - THURS. NOV. 7
Ray :Mllland - GinKer Rogers
"THE MAJOR AND THE MlNOR"
-- 2nd Hit--
"AND THE ANGELS SING"
Starring Dorothy Lamour
Fred l\IU(lMurray • 'Betty Hutton
Starts Wed. Oct. 30, 1946
Burt Lancaster - Ave Gardner
"THE KILLERS"
Starts Sun. Nov. 3, 1946
DAN DURYEA - JUNE VINCENT
"BLACK ANGEL"
Plus
"FAITHFUL IN l\IY FASlDON"
Coming
"THE VERDICT"
Now Showing - Ends Fri.
Colbert - Goddard - Tufts
V. Lake-8. Hayden-M. Carroll
"SO PROUDLY WE HAIL"
"BAHAMA PASSAGE"
Starts Sat.-One Big Week
2 GRAND REVIVAL roTS!
Walter Huston - Ruth Chatterton
John Payne, in the FamouS Novel
"DODSWORTH"
EXTRA __ EXTRA __ EXTRA!
Eddie Cantor _ George Raft
"PALMY DAYS"
•
GYMANGL~S
c.c.o. . t they will go to Mt. Holyoke ac-
C.C.O.C. entertained the Unl- companied by peedball and arch.
ery teams, and several horseback
versity of Connecticut outing rIders and modem dancers.
club in the arboretum with a scav- Interclass soccer games will
enger hunt and picnic in Buck not be held thIs fall unless more
lodge. About 100 members from freshmen and junJors show inter.
the two clubs enjoyed one of the est. To take the place of class
most beautiful Saturdays of the competition sectional competition
wlU be ptanned. 1arUyn KIng '49
year. Alter quantities of delicious and Helen Colgrove '48 have been
food had been consumed the ejected as class managers. The I;;;;:::;:::::;:v::::;:::::;;:::::;:::;:::::;:v::::;:::::;;
members split up into several other managers have not been
groups for the scavenger hunt. elected or appointed as yet.
Two teams were successful, since ext week, Phil Hammer '49
will take over the writing of Gym-
they found all the required items. angles. She wiJJ be aided by Ruth
On C.C.O.C.'s busy calendar for Hauser '49.
fall are many picnics and hikes, _
some of which have aJready been
held and proved very successful.
A weekend with Dartmouth is be-
ing planned for sometime in 0-
vember.
Interclass Competition
Interclass competition has al-
ready begun In tennis, the class ~=============~~~~~~~~;;~~~~~
managers have been elected. The ~
class of 'SOwill have Barbara Bid-
dJe as manager; class of '49, Bar-
bara Jones; class at '48, Happy
Marshall; and the class of '47,
Jackie Everts.
Section managers for rifle prac-
tice are Betty Walker '48 and Car-
olyn Blocker '48.
Noelle Mercanton '50. cainar
ine Wilder '49, Wilda Schaumann
'48, and Ceezy Hollerith '47 have
been elected to manage their
class hockey teams. As Annabel
Lenning '48, head ot hockey, Is
leaving C.C. shortly in order to be
with her husband, Phyllis Ham.
mer '49 will take over her job.
Tryouts for the varsity have been
held, and the team will be an-
nounced soon. On November 9
by
PRESENTING • • •
And so go the days-arise at sev-
en, back to sleep at one,
Up at three, to sleep at nine (for
seniors the day has just be-
gun!)
Throughout your stay you eat
and eat, although you cannot
taste
And cannot seem to make ends
meet - around your growing
waist!
Mother calls and thinks her little
daughter's being blessed-
She doesn't attend any classes,
and all she need do is rest.
Daughter's ideas are different-
you're not enjoying your
plight;
And you feel that you simply
have to get out in time for Sat-
urday night.
But by Thursday your chance of
a week end release you're sert-
ously doubting
urse says instead you may go
to the library-what a delight·
ful ou ling!)
But when you finally are dis-
missed,
And your name is removed from
that little list.
You've learned infirmaries CAN
be fun
1
(In spite of all the griping you've
done) !
Just heed this one lesson, fi.nn
and polite-
Doctors, like customers, AL-
WAYS are right!
The only complete Dry Cleaning and
Laundry Combination in New London
Lords Inc.
Fine Dry Cleaning and Laundry for Ladie.
39 HEMPSTEAD STREET PHONE3566
Free Call and Delivery
Connecticut College
Bookshop
the ru~h is over
ow there is room toO
"browse" - look over
the new books (and old
ones) on display
• Colle,e Jewelry
• picture Frames and Prints
• Gree.tlng Cards
.~ new shipment 01 meUl.l baskets
JU8t Ln
COLLEGE BOOKSHOP
Page Five
• Cold Storage
• Rug Cleaning
2-6 !IONTAUK AVENUE
PHONE U17
Bach, Dil.asso Hymns
ung at La t JJespers
The choir seJections sung
at vespers Sunday evening,
October Z7. 1946. were Bless·
ed Jesus, at Thy Word. by
Bach. and Evening Hymn. by
OILasso.
D E'
For paghetti wi th
auce
The Shalett Cleaning
& Dyeing Company
Complete Dry Cleaning
and Laundry servtce
Olympia Tea Room
DR. DAVID G SBERG
Optometrist
Wishes to announce that in conjunction with his prac-
tice of Optometry, he is engaged in the fitting and
pr scribing of Contact Lenses.
•
no RS D to J2
1 to 5:90
TEL. 2·1466
CRONIN BLDG.
86 TATE ST.
NEW LONDON, CONN.
SHE'S FOR US .•. SHE
WEARS DORIS DODSONSf
Rushed off your (eet by the MSCsororities ... dashing oue
to the gayest panics ...• 'ways looking super spKial-that's ...
picture of )'OU in your sma." Doris Dodsoo Junior
Originals ... styled to dnmatiu your personalitJ.
Sins seven to fifteen.
6.80 to $14.95
BLAIR'S STORE
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At Beaver college, a. novel idea
of recording the songs presented
at Song Contest, which is a tradi-
tion similar to our Competitive COMPLETE LINE OF
Sing, has been introduced this ~ GROCERIES
fall for the first time. Recording i ~
) :;"."" 11 "'"" ","""''''''' .. 1111''''.:;
by Gloria Reade
Art Students See Pepsi-Cola
Exhibition In New York City
Friedrich States
Four Aids Toward
German Democracy
News
from other colleges
by Jane Tilley times, and included Emlen Etting,
"You don't think that those fig- Blake-More Godwin, Paul Parker,
Waldo Pierce, Millard Sheets, Ben
ures are a little ODD?", "If only E. Shute, and Karl Zerbe.
I could paint like that!", and "No. Wins Prize
tice the feeling the paint quality The $2,500 prize winner, What
gives in those clowns" were only Atomic War Will Do To You, was
a few of the excited comments selected because it expressed a
made by the art student group deep-felt emotion on one of the
when they went through the Pep- most timely of subjects. Boris
sf-Cola exhibition of Paintings of Deutsch has used the combina-
the Year last Saturday in New tion of distortion with oddly
York. The group met at the Na- glowing, very effective color to
tlonal Academy of Design on 89th bring home to the spectator just
Street and Fifth Avenue at ten- what may very well be in store
thirty and started off on their for us: a pleading mother, her
tour. limp baby, a crowd of terror-
Mr. McKinney, the director of stricken, horrified people, all sfl-
Pepsi-Cola's annual art competi- houetted against the sky. The
tion welcomed us to the gallery painting holds the same feeling
and introduced our guide who had that Picasso's Guernica portrays
come from the Modern Art mu- of the bombing of that little Span-
seum expressly to take us ish town.
through the exhibit, which num- The artists bitterly satirized
bered about one hundred-fifty our modern machine world all
paintings. The guide criticized or ·through the collection. This was
explained the most controversial especially true of Abraham Ratt-
paintings. ner's Place of Darkness which
The paintings shown were se-I portrayed in an eerie, sub-terra-
lected from several thousand en- nean .world the angel of light, or
tries from all over the country hope, or peace surrounded by the
which were first sent to regional Iner's Place of Darkness.
judges, and then those winners M d SOOt R fI t d
were sent to the final contest 0 ern prrr e ec e
judges who screened out all but From these two examples an
the very' best. The national jury idea of the temper of the exhibit
of selection or the final jury was may be formed. The modern art-
composed of some of the most ist's concept of art as a plastic
outstanding art names of our form having a more universal
content and appeal than the old
school of those who want "some-
thing pretty" to hang on their
walls is plainly seen. The paint
medium as well as the musical or
literary forms reflects the spirit
of the times, and combines all of
the symbols and all of the special
means of distortion, psychological
color-schemes, and incongruous
objects to point up and make
more effective its subject.
Certainly there is a definite cor-
relation between modern music,
James Joyce, and modern art,
since all three embody the very
life beat of their age. Therefore, it
is just as outmoded to cry for the
eighteenth century landscape art-
ist's work- as it is to want waltz-
time and sugar-spun novels of
that era. As we are not living in
the world of waltzes or of "Pam-
ela," we are just as surely not liv-
ing in the clime of Gainsborough.
Modern art is "now," along with
the rest of our civilization, and
the sooner we get rid of our out-
moded concepts, the sooner we
will more completely realize the
expression and feelings of today.
'47
Dr. Carl Freidrich's lecture on
The Problem of Democratizing
Germany left a more than enthu-
siastic audience in the Palmer au-
ditorium last Thursday evening.
Dr. Freidrich, an authority in the
field of comparative government,
and the third representative of
the liberal tradition, upon which
the Lawrence Memorial Lecture-
ship is founded, captured his au-
dience with an easy manner of
speaking and an amazing grasp
of the problem, founded upon ex-
perience and observation.
Dr. Freidrich related his recent
experiences in Germany as coun-
sel to Generals Clay and Park-
man. His primary attitude was
one of pessimism.
International Relationships
The differences that exist be-
tween Russian and American pol-
icy are evident, Dr. Freidrich said,
but such disagreement should not
lead to war.
In the process of democratiza-
tion, Dr. Freidrich went on, the
most recent and positive step was
the drawing up of new constitu-
tions by German representatives
chosen by our leaders. The docu-
ment was then voted upon by the
country at large. The greatest
difficulty to be overcome in this
process, he said, is the indiffer-
ence towards governmental prob-
lems that exists because the pop-
ulation is concerned with the
more immediate problem of food
and shelter.
Ideas fOI"Socialization
These constitutions contained
ideas that were characteristic of
the Weimer constitution, Dr.
Freidrich explained, but were im-
plemented by the provisions for
socialization and the guarantees
of civil liberties.
It is the obligation of the Allied
forces within the country to see
that these constitutions are able
to work, Dr. Freidrich stated, for
too early a retreat would merely
allow the remaining Nazis to use
the weaker points .or these efforts
as the basis for a campaign dis-
crediting democracy.
A fivefold commitment is thus
placed upon the four occupying
countries, Dr. Freidrich said.
First, they must maintain an at-
titude tfiat is positive in order to
allay fears among the German
population that the Allied forces
will withdraw too soon. Secondly,
the forces of indifference must be
broken down to allow the build-
ing of Germany's new govern-
mental organization to go On. The
United States and Russia, thirdly,
must recognize that the inter-
change of ideas between them
which already exists is necessary
and must be increased. The four-
fold government must be simpli-
fied or else permitted to work
without interference from the in-
dividual governments at home.
And finally, the remaining Nazis
must be prevented from rising to
power again.
In conclusion, Dr. Freidrich
warned that the democratization
process might take twenty-five
years, but suggested that success
will result if cooperation with the
German scholars, and philoso-
phers, and artists, and guidance
by the allied forces all continued.
Early fall lectures and opening
convocation series at many east-
ern colleges have followed a va-
ried pattern' of subjects, including
current problems, trends, and I
philosophical subjects. Repre-
sentative among these are the
talks by Ambassador Carlos P.
Romulo to Wilson college and Dr.
Irwin Edman to Wheaton.
Discussing United States-Phil-
ippine relations, Ambassador Ro-
mulo, permanent delegate of the
Republic of the Philippines to the
United Nat ion s, challenged,
"Turn your eyes to the Far.East,
where one-half of the human race
lives, where one billion people are
your friends, where one billion
prospective customers are just
beginning to want your wants-
your radios and chewing gum,
your refrigerators and cigarettes.
There lies your future." The prfn-
cipal theme of Ambassador Ro.
mulo's address emphasized the
need tor the United States' main-
taining its prestige in the Far
East where the people look to us
for leadership and material goods.
In a different field, Dr. Irwin
Edman, professor of philosophy
at Columbia university, con-
trasted poetry and philosophy in
his lecture at Wheaton college.
Introducing the comparison, Dr.
Edman said, "Poetry as much as
philosophy is an ingredient, a cel-
ebration, and an expression of the
good life." He continued, "The
poet's use of the language is for
celebration; the philosopher uses
it for analysis. The poet wishes
to persuade; the philosopher to
convince. The former sings; the
latter argues. The philosopher is
interested in moving toward prov-
able truths: the poet moves rath-
er in the realm of myth and
dreams."
.." .."...
\
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will be done in advance of th :::::::::
tual contest so as to assure e ac·
perfection, and will be mad :r;.ear
an album which can be purc~ Into
by the students, The albuInaseq
sides containing the songs' be,
dd ill ' r.cor e ,w give a story of -
tradition of Song Contest the
will Include the names of th~ ~nd
who have written this yglr~s
songs. ear s
DANTE'S
Spaghetti with Hot
Tamales
For
Marvel Shop
129 State Street
• Silk Underwear
••
Kayser Hose I
Negligees
6"111"""",,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,i""""""""'''''''''"''""''£1
Telephone 2-2619
Red Rose
Restaurant
James Wong, ~h.l2T.
Chinese and American
Cooking,,,
~ The Eating Place ofI 14~:.~::t;:;~ndon
0.,..,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,. .,.,.".".".,.,.,. ....",..""",m
··"""'·,;~:'·~:::~,·':;~:;'~~:"""""l
"Feeds"
(All essential to morale)
GO TO
Beit Bros.
60 Main Street
Films Developed by Master Photo Finishers
- 24 HOUR SERVICE
PHONE 3857
Round·Table SKI.AND~REINDEER
SWEATERS<Continued from Page Three)
In Green, Red, Gray, and
Navy Background. Sizes
Small, Medium and Large
EVEnTEEn
expressing this confidence is by
acting upon it.
To my mind the religious ideal
is the improvement of the world
through our own efforts. This
ideal is something in which we
can have faith because we have
seen it demonstrated before our
eyes. We must stick by this ideal
with enthusiasm. For to have
faith we must have confidence in
the world and ourselves, not as
they exist today, but as they
might exist tomorrow if our loy-
alty to our faith is sufficient to
impel us to supplement this con-
fidence with action.
You'll pass all figure exams with
flying c olor s when knowing
"Power Miracle" coaches your
curves. Bi-directional stretch con-
trois with a caress ... leaves you
twistable, turnable, free as a
breeze! In girdle, panty, and
brief-brief. Black, white, or nude
$5 to $10 at belfer dares
4·78
OPEN DAILY INCL. SAT.
9:30 TO 5:80
l' JR. FOUNDATIONS
"0....' ..." New YOlk I. N. Y
2 Deliveries to College Dorms Daily
Nichols -& Harris Drug Co. •Your State Street Cosmeticans
NEXT TO KAPLANSLUGGAGE SHOP
DRUGS PRESCRIPTIONS COSMETICS • TOILE:fR-IES-~-~-~
CHARGE ACCOUNTS
SOLICITED
• •
CONN. COLLEGE STUDENTS
CHECKS CASHED
'\Vednesday, October 30, 1946 CONNECTICUT COLLEGE NEWS Page ven
Chest
(Oontinued from Pace One)
campus this year ..
One of the most Important con-
tributions made by Connecticut
college Community Chest is that
to the Allied Children's fund
which is dedicated to the aiding
of children in need. Money is sent
abroad for the support of all
youngsters bearing the mark of
the war. Help is administered
through one particular subsidiary
of the Allied Children's fund, the
Save the Children Federation.
This organization's work has
saved the lives of countless child-
ren already given up for lost by
providing them with the basic
needs of food, clothing and shel-
ter. The federation has also done
much to educate these children.
This year's drive emphasizes
the fact that the political peace
has been won on the battle fields,
and that the cultural peace can be
won on the campus with the sup-
port of every American man and
woman privileged to call himself
a student.
Patronize Our Advertisers
Glass Silver
•
Science Points to
Internationalism
Says Dr. Shapley
The. international aspect of the
Atomic Age and the position of
the. scientist as a medium through
Whl~h world cooperation can be
achIeved was the subject of the
first Convocation lecture deliv-
ered by Harlow Shapeley in Pal.
mer auditorium Tuesday after-
noOl~ at 4 :20. Professor Shapley
fascinated the Connecticut col.
lege faculty and students with
hi~discussion of the Atomic Age
~rlses and summarized the scten.
tiflc viewpoint of these crises.
Professor Shapley emphasized
that American scientists who pro-
duced the atomic bomb were
forced to do so since the basic In.
formation was not an allied mo-
nopoly, and that the atomic race
was a "defensive sort of offense."
As a scientist, Prof. Shapley
said that he was loyal to the
world as well as to America and
he cited the international meet-
ings of 450 various scientific or-
ganizations during 1932.1940 as
proof of the cooperation existing
between scientific minds. He men-
tioned the aid given to Polish as-
tronomers and the work of the
Astronomers of America who
have shipped 6l.h tons of scientific
materials to the desolated Euro-
pean observatories. He discussed
plans for an international observ-
atory and for organizations for
the consideration of health, mar-
ine biology and the food problem.
Meanwhile some projects have
been started such as the short
wave broadcasts to begin again
in January. These broadcasts
will feature informative discus-
sions by prominent men concern-
ing educational topics of vital in-
terest. For, through the exchange
of scientists, educators, and art-
ists, and the realization of the
aforementioned plans, Prof. Shap-
ley believes that the scientists
will become an effective force for
peace.
Books
Fashion Farms Inc.
6U \vtLU.AHS ST.
Just 011 the campus!
chool Pitt nger
fCon:tlnl,led from Pare ThrM)
ur ery
<OoDtinl,l,edfrom Pace Three)
executed by Pouquet, in the <II$-
play cases to the lett o! Ihe reeep-
non desk-
Where Are We Headlng? by
Sumner Welles; Color and Con.
sciences. a book about race pre-
judices by Gallagher; Engineer to
Sccfety by fills. a dull tiUe but a
fascinating study of the place of
the sclentlsl to the new world o!
the atom-bomb which he has cre-
ated; The Iceman Cometh, by Eu-
gene 0' 'eW; and MIracles from
Ucrobes, by Epstein, ~ not onJy
suggestions bur chaJ1enges 10 all
those who desire a better under'
standing of their world.
Winston, and the other children. teue conference, Prolessor Pltten-
There are little low tables and ger wLUpreach at the 1 o'clock
chalrs In the playrooms, which vesper service on Sunday In
are filled with ptcrures, books. Harkness chapel, presiding there-
and all sons of indoor toys, On aller over a dlscusslon period in
'he fioor or we naproom are mat- 'he Religious library. He will talk
tresses and blankets, with low at the Monday and Tuesday
screens around them. morning chapel exercises, and
The children arrive about nine- "'111be available !or personal eon-
thirty, Monday through FrIday. sultatlons with srudents through-
They play outdoors until ten of out those days. On Monday night
ten, when the smaller children at 7:30 he will parncjpate in a
come in to wash up and have panel discussion with faculty
their fruit juice. WhUe they are members on the topic Religious
having a morning nap, Ihe others Resources For BuUding One
go on playing outside. At eleven, World. A concluding discussion
all of the children come in and group held at 7 p.m. on Tuesday
wash for dinner. Then there is a night wlll bring the conference to
dancing period for aU the chUd a close.
ren, after which the older ones
rest and the others play indoors.
Dinner Is served at noon, and
then the children play out until
their parents come tor them. This
schedule ts varied 10 fit dill'erent
situations.
In warm weather, the children
go for walks in the arboretum, a
favorite activity. Last spring,
when Katharine Blunt house was
being built, they loved to go over
and watch the proceedings. They
were especially fascinated by the
steam shovel, which they de-
manded to watch as soon as they
could hear it in action. "Our aim,"
stated Miss Long, "Is to give them
freedom In their play and routine.
so as to make them Independent."
The purpose 01 the nursery
school, which was started in 1938,
Is to furnfsh a sort of lab lor the
child development majors. The
students learn by observation
that children's actions have a
deeper meaning than meets the
eye. They are trained to look lor i~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~the need and feeling underneath
the child's behavior. Indoors. In
one of the playrooms, there Is an
observation booth, from which
the students can see the children
without being seen themselves.
Large enough to hold four people
comfortably, the booth makes It
possible to watch the "subjects"
closely without making them
nervous or self-consclous. The
senior child development majors
are also allowed to help with the
care of the children, and thus
come into even closer contact
with them.
• lacks, Pedal Pushers
• 001 Socks
• Dresses h)' Mildred
Orrick
~ ......- .1'~..-_
China
Lamps Unusual Gifts
(Continued trom Pace One)
the best edi lion of his works. The
collected works of Fouquet, a me-
dieval painter, ties In with the
medieval craft. part of which was
DANNY DOYLE'S RESTAURANT
New LoncIon'! newe.l and finest dining room,
Serving
o
Steaks • Chops • Chicken
Lobster and Sea Food
91-101 N. BANK STREET
TELErHONE 2-4566
ARRANGE YOUR PARTIES
L. LEWIS
& COMPANY
at the
LIGHTHOUSE INN
Housing
Wontinued from Pace Three)
Private dining room for banquets and parties with
the best food in the nicest atmosphere
NEW DECORATED COCKTAIL LOUNGE
NEW JA)NDON 4SSl ROOMS
Seniors
try your hand
at the
isting homes, and rent control.
Summarized above are the
main points of a housing author-
ity's method of coping with the
short-term housing puzzle. None
of Mr. Wyatt's supporters
claimed that the plan was fool.
proof but they did feel that it
would have been the most realist-
ic way to meet the crisis. Howev-
er, the suggestions were crippled
or abandoned by a Congress
which fell prey to the powerful
lobbies of t}1.ebuilding industry
and the real estate interests. The
housing probiem still confronts
us.
Vogue's College-to-Career Contest
Vogue's 12th Pm de Paris cloees its entry lisls
November 1. 1946. If you're a senior who wanta
a career after college ... a job.with.possibilities
in fashion, writing. merchandising, art or pho~
tography, advertising ..• enter the Pm.
First prize is a year's job on Vogue, including 6
months in Paris if Hving conditions there are
suitable; 2nd prize, 6 months on Vogue. Ten
honorable mention winners are considered for
jobs on other Conde ast publications:
Glamour, House & Garden, and Vogue Pattern
Book. One hundred nen-ranking contestants
are given introductions to stores, advertising
agencies, and other msgazines for job interviews.
TI-I~ ~LM TR~~ INN
WESTERL v, RHODE ISLAND
• Colonial Room Cocktail Lounge
• Attractive Dining Room
• Excellent Cuisine
RESERVATIONS ACCEPTED FOR PRIVATE
PARTIES
Established 1860
State and Green Streets
NewLondon, Connecticut
• Try
Judy 'n Jill paper lip
prints. In exact color
duplicates. No need
for mistakes. Tryon
your Judy 'n Jill lip.
stick and order at
•
bernards
253 State Street
•
•
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Caught on Campus
And who said that girls couldn't I the name of Richard Alexander
keep secrets! Jean Balderston '48 Chase, born Septemb~r 26, 1946,
did a beautiful job of keeping her weight 9 lbs. 11 oz., In your re-
diamond ring a secret during the cently published list of faculty
past few months from her fellow births, especially since he so
Windhamites. Now that the story clearly outweighs all the other
can be told, we'll report that Jean new arrivals.
became engaged to Don Samham- As a citizen and a taxpayer, I
mer on September 7. Don is now protest.
an aeronautical engineer at the
Martin Aircraft Co. in Baltimore.
Their wedding will take place in
the fall of 1948.
1793
• • •
vee tried to get in touch with
Mr. Chase last week to report the
new addition to his family, but
l'\'e couldn't find him and the
News went to press without that
important announcement. We're
very sorry, Mr. Chase, and thank
you for your informative letter.
The letter was quite a master-
piece so we thought we would
print it:
To the Editors of the News:
I was mortified not to discover
1946
The Union Bank & Trust
Co. of New London, Conn.
Trust and Commercial Depts.
154 YEARS OF SERVICE
For Your Date's Pleasure
For Your Pleasure
Scuris Bowling
126 ~aln Street
Ennis Shop
230 State Street
Hats Made to Order
FLOWERS
Bouquets and Corsages
Felhnan & Clark
Florists
168 State St., New London
Carroll Cut Rate
Perfume
152 STATE STREET
The Style Shop
128 State Street
•
College Sportswear
FEATURING
Famous Sbaggy
Shetland Sweaters
SPORTSWEAR DEPT.
Richard V. Chase
English Department
Chapel and Music
Libraries Slowly
Being Assembled
by Barbara Earnest
Wanted: a guardian angel to
help build the music and chapel
libraries to the size desired. If in-
terested, go to the chapel and
Holmes hall and examine two li-
braries which should be enlarged
for the benefit of the college.
The chapel library is now mere-
ly a small collection of history
and religious books duplicating
those in the Palmer library and
is used as a source of reference
material by the religious classes.
The hope of the religious depart-
ment is that in time the library
will grow into one that will be
helpful to the entire college.
The music library in Holmes
hall is also just the beginning of
a dream. Started when Mr. Quim-
by came here four years ago, it
has made a good beginning but
there is much room for improve-
ment. At present the library is di-
vided in to three parts: a small, in-
complete collection of reference
books, a collection of musical
compositions that is woefully in-
adequate and being increased
slowly by small additions each
year, and a good but small record
collection which also needs to be
enlarged. A complete record, mu-
sic, and reference book collection
would be a credit to the college
as well as to the music depart-
ment.
There is a third department li-
brary, the Fine Arts library, on
the fourth floor of Bill hall. Un-
like the others, this library con-
tains a suitable collection of ref-
erence books. It contains books
on the history of art, art tech-
niques, biographies of artists, and
the fine arts.
The Fine Arts library also con-
tains the Carnegie collection of
photographs of famous paintings,
sculpture, and architecture; a col-
lection of magazine and news ar-
ticles on fine arts; and 500 col-
ored slides of art masterpieces.
The Fine Arts library was begun
by a gift of the Carnegie Corpora.
tion and a great many volumes ,
have been given to the library
since then by alumnae and inter-
ested citizens of the community
such as Mr. James Morrisson of
Groton, who has been one of the
library's largest contributors.
Although it is more complete
than the others, the Fine Arts li-
brary still needs to be improved
Good News to Faculty and Students
of Connecticut College
A STAR DAIRY ICE CREAMBAR
IS NOW OPEN
AT 455 WILLIAMS STREET
Just down the hilI from the college
Serving the finest quality of Star Dairy Ice Cream - Complete
rountatn ser'vrce - Large variety of DelicIOUS Flavors - Milk
Shakes - Sundaes and Banana Royals - Paper containers avail-
able for all fountain items to take out
ALSO' HOT DOGS AND COFFEE
WE CORDIALLY INVITE YOUR PATRONAGE
The Star Dairy Ice Cream Co.
r,
Weekendsupon. The Carnegie corporation
compiled a list of books that ~ll
Fine Art libraries should contain
and the art department hopes
eventually to purchase the books
Ion this list that it does not yet
have.
The department libraries are in
need of many things, but if the in-
terest that has already been
shown in them by alumna and
citizens continues, there is hope
that in several years these libra-
ries will be objects of great pride
for the college.
(Continued from Page One) Peterson's
One of Connecticut's Best
Loved Traditionswhich current problems will be
presented and Professor Ulich of
the Harvard Graduate Schobl of
Education, well known lecturer,
will also be present. The main
purpose of the meetings will be to
further our understanding of the
students of other countries.
Confectioners and Caterers
247 State Street
MAIL ORDERS FILLED
PROMPTLY
